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Article 1

Alfalfa has long been Utah 's most important forage crop. When irrigated, three and sometimes four cuttings can be obtained during the growing season. Since it is a relatively long-lived perennial, good stands are
possible for 5 to 7 years. Because of nitrogen-fixing bacteria that form
nodules on the deep reaching roots of alfalfa, farmers value its ability to
restore· fertility and tilth to the soil. In addition, its high protein, mineral
and vitamin content, causes it to be widely valued as an animal feed.
But, this valuable and prodigious crop is subject to a number of diseases and parasites. One of these parasites is the alfalfa stem nematode.
The effect of a heavy nematode infestation - white flagging - is shown on
this issues' cover. Read more about this problem starting on page 74.
Alfalfa, Utah's main forage crop, is susceptible to a number of diseases and pests. Among these is a recent one found to be caused by a tiny
nematode Ditylenchus dipsaci known as white flagging. This condition can
become a serious. threat to older stands of susceptible alfalfa varieties that
are subject to nematode attack. The main symptoms as shown on the cover
photo are branch tips almost totally lacking in chlorophyll. Read more
about this latest problem to alfalfa growers in this issue of Utah Science.
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FOR UTAH FARMERS.

Deawn • a new spring barley
R.

S ..

ALBRECHTSEN

Seed of a new spring feed barley
was released in limited quantity to'
growers in Utah in the spring of 1973.
The new variety was named Deawn *
because of its tendency to' drop many
beards frDm the head (deciduous
awns) as the plant approaches maturity. Deawn was developed through
cooperative efforts of personnel of the
Utah Agricultural Experiment Station and the United States Department
of Agriculture.

AND

W.

G.

from an Fa population in 1960. This
population was re-selected in 1963
and a number of the resulting strains
were further evaluated. Deawn stems

DEWEY

•
R. S. ALBRECHTSEN is a Professor in the Department of Plant Science.
W. G. DEWEY is a Professor in the Department
of Plr.nt Science.

ORIGIN AND HISTORY

Deawn was derived from the cross
Bonneville x Nepal 2x Bonneville
Dwarf. Nepal is a six-row, hooded,
hulless spring barley that is believed
to have originated in Nepal, India.
Bonneville Dwarf is a selection from
Bonneville. The final cross was made
by Dr. R. W. Woodward in 1957. The
initial selection (B1742) was made

A joint release by the Utah Agricultural
Experiment Station and the Agricultural
Research Service, United States Department
of Agriculture.
>I:

Table 1.

Figure 1. Deawn is a new, six-row barley that has a tendency to drop many
beards from the head as the plant approaches maturity.

Height and lodging percentage of Deawn and varieties with which it was compared, 1970-1972
Height (inches)
averages
1972
1971

3-nurser~

9.nurser~

3-l!:ear
average

Lodging percentage
5.nurserl!: averages
1972
1970
1971

U·nurser~

3·Yeor avg.

Variety

1970

Deawn

28

38

27

31.0

37

41

22

33

Gem

32

39

33

34.7

28

46

45

40

Steveland

26

33

26

28 .3

29

49

29

36

Bonneville

33

42

34

36.3

38

49

33

40

Bonneville 70

33

41

3,5

36.3

35

62

31

43

Vale

31

41

32

34.7

38

5,2

23

38

Woodvale

28

37

30

31.7

36

42

20

33

Hiland

34

43

35

37.3

43

67

41

50

Trebi

31

40

33

34.7

61

78

61

67

Piroline

32

40

35

35.7

50

48

41

46
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from one of th e single Fu plant
and was te ted as B1742-16. It ha
been evaluated in Utah irrigat d nureries since 1965 and was te t d in
nur erie grown throughout the we trn area of the U.S. at 23 location
in 1969 and at 25 locations in 1970.

AGRONOMIC CHARACTERISCTICS
Dawn i a six-row white al urone
semi- mooth awn d pring feed barley adapted to irrigated production.
Table 2.

It is imilar to W odval in height
lodging re i tanc and test wight
(tablt· I a nd 2) . H eading date of
Deawn i similar to that of Woodvale
and Hiland but maturity date is 4-8
day arlier than th e e varieti . Thi
hort ned maturit p eriod make it
comparable to St v land in maturity
da te. It i outstanding in thre hability
(table 3) a characteri tic fo r which
many of ur prese ntly grown vari ties
how erious defici nci s. Many of th e
beard (a\ n ) fall from the head prior

t harv t time . The remaining ones
ar ea ily rem v d d uring th e thr hing operation .

PATHOLOGIC CHARACTERISTICS
D aw n ha good r sistance to di a e prevalent in the a r a in which
it will be grow n. It ha xcell nt rei ta nc to I o~ lllUt. th e most detrllcti ve d i ea e of barley in Utah
(tabI 4) .

Heading date, maturity date and test weight of Deawn and varieties with which it was compared,
1970-1972

Variety

Heading date (June)
Logan
1971
1972
3-yr. avg.

1970

Deawn

Maturity
date (July)
Logan 1972

S-nurlery
avg. 1970

Telt weisht (1 Ibs./ bu.)
6-nursery
S-nursery
avg.1971
avg. 1972

16-nursery
3 yr. avg.
o

18

18

12

16

20

48.3

49.0

48.2

48.5

Gem

7

10

4

7

21

47.8

49.6

47.9

48.5

Steveland

7

11

4

7

20

48 .0

49.3

47 .8

48.4

Bonneville

21

24

15

20

27

48.1

47.6

47.4

47.7

48.2

47.7

47.9

47.9

Bonneville 70

21

23

15

20

26

Vale

22

25

16

21

27

46.9

47.2

46.7

47.0

Woodvale

17

20

12

16

24

47.9

49.7

47.7

48.5

Hiland

18

17

12

16

28

48 .0

47.8

48.7

48.1

Trebi

17

16

9

14

21

48.8

48.0

47.9

48.2

Piroline

13

18

10

14

24

51.2

51.9

52.7

51.9

Table 3.

Threshability rating of Deawn and varieties with which it was
compared at five locations in 1971

PERFORMANCE

Deawn

Ex

Ex

VG

VG

VG

Gem

G-

G+

G-

F

F

Steveland

P

G-·

P

G-

G

Bonneville

P

G

G-

G

YG

Bonneville 70

G

G

G

G+

VG

Yale

P

P

VP

F

P

Yi Id of Deawn i lightly lower
than that of Woodvale but is equal
or uperior to that f St v land, Gem
Bonneville and other varieties widely
grown in Utah (table 5). Deawn is
recomm nded for growing on the fertile irrigated lands of Utah and surrounding states. It ha p rformed well
when grown under uch conditions

Woodvale

F

F

P

G-

P

and with proper management. It is

Hiland

G

G-

F

G-

G

not recomm nded for production on

Variety

Threshability/ Rating *
Bothwell
Springville
Morgan

Farmington

Ephraim

Trebi

G-

G

F

G+

YG

dry land or und r wat r-deficient irri-

Piroline

VG

VG

YG

YG

VG

gated conditions.

*Ex
VG
G
F

P
VP

68

=
=
=
=
=
=

Excellent
Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
Very poor

It appears to b influenced by adv rse growing conditions to a greater
degree than some barley varieties;
therefore special attention should be
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Table 4.

Loose smut reaction of Deawn and varieties with which it was
compared, 1968-1971

Variety

Artificial inoculation
(Logan)
Percent
Infeded heads
1971
1968
1969

Deawn
Gem
Steveland
Bonneville
Bonneville 70
Vale
Woodvale
Hiland
Trebi
Piroline

3
40
60
75
50
0
0
0
0
50

*0
Tr
MS
S
VS

0
1
10
50
25
0
0
0
0
3

Natural infection
(Farmington)
rating *
1971

0
VS
Tr
Tr
Tr
0
0
0
MS
S

0
7
3
25
36
0
0
0
0
18

= No smut
=Troce
=Moderotely severe
= Severe
= Very severe

Table 5.

,:,i n t pr id adcquat m i tur
and f rtilit at th pr p r tim
maturit

It carl
sc

mut r i ' tanc

thr shabilit

c mbin d

i Iding abilit
a popular

and
with go d

uld mak

Deawn

ari t .

SEED AVAILABILITY
Foundati n . d incrca
Dawn ar

field of

bing grown in n rthern

Utah in 1973. A limit d amount of
regi tcrcd

eed will be availabl

planting in th

for

pring of 1974. This

eed will be di tribut d through commercial eed channels.

Yield summary (bu/A) of Deawn and nine widely grown barley varieties with which it was compared
in Utah tests, 1967·72

1967

Variety

Deawn
Gem
Steveland
Bonneville
Bonneville 70
Vale
Woodvale
Hiland
Trebi
Piroline

2-Nurseryaverages
1968

95.3
102.6
101 .3
93.4
97.9
95.8
104.4
99.9
88.0
80.8

132.1
122.8
122.1
130.6
122.9
128.7
144.3
122.7
108.1
116.8

1969

90.0
78.6
100.6
103.0
105.5
107.4
106.9
109.0
97.9
99.2

S-nurs.

6-nurs.

~

~
1971

S-nurs.
avg.
1972

118.4
99.9
109.9
102.8
102.6
108.0
117.7
109.1
99.2
104.0

112.2
111.6
115.0
105.8
110.8
109.8
119.3
109.0
114.9
109.4

1970

103.4
102.3
110.8
96.9
103.1
94.1
107.6
105.2
99.3
100.3

22-nurs.,
6-year
avg .

110.1
103.5
110.7
103.8
106.3
106.0
116.0
108.6
102.5
103.0

PULLING PANTY HOSE OVER MOTHER GOOSE'S EYES
The Nebraska Game and Parks
Commi ion report those little egghap d containers u ed by one brand
of panty hose are being used as dummy eggs for nesting wat rfowl.
In a cooperative project with the
Lincoln Parks Departm nt the Commission is incubating wan eggs to
help produce cygnet for the waterfowl ar a at one of the city spark.
The hosi ry contain r have been usd
SEPTEMBER
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ucce fully for two years to fool nesting geese in that tate.
The pIa tic container are filled
with and then ealed and traded
for real egg which are th n plac d
in incumbators. They are ju t about
th ame iz and app arance of goos
egg .]f gg are to]en without a convincing r placement the bird i likly
to abandon her ne t and e tabli h anoth r in a more remot pot. The r -

placement keeps her happy with her
fir t choice until he finishes her
clutch. Then t chnician
teal the
dummie and cover the ne t. Five
da s later they uncov r it and the
bird return to tart the whole procedur again. Waterfowl production
i about doubl d in thi way - at
lea t with gee e. Commi ion per onn 1 ar

not

will be

0

ur

wheth r the

wan

gullible.
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SOM HOWS A
WHYS OF
CER AL BREE I G I UTAH
W.

G.

IMPORTANCE OF CEREALS
IN UTAH

Compar d with
tat
uch a
Kan a
ebra k and Wa hington
Utah is not a maj r produc r of
wheat oats and barl y. How v r almo t ver farm in th
tat grow
on or more of th
grain cr p
and together th
c mpri e aver
ignificant part f Utah agricultural
economy. In addition their annual
raw farm value of approximat ly
20 mi11ion increa e ev ral-f Id a
th y ar converted into nd pr duct
by the tate
multi-million dollar
milling and baking and Ii e t ck industries.
Th cereal ar e peciaUy important on th approximat Iy one-third of
Utah
total cropland that i n nirrigat d. On much of thi dryland
acreage the choice of crop is very

DEWEY

AND

R.

S.

ALBRECHTSEN

limit d. Wheat and barl y ar oft n
not onl th best choice, th y ff qu ntly ar about th onl fea ibl
choic .
BREEDING FOR UTAH CONDITIONS

A comm n b ervation of Utah
farm r and hom gard ner alike i
th t vari tie brought in from other
area frequ ntl fail t perform up to
th ir e pectation . The greater the diin growing condition (.g.,
oil typ : t P graph , day
length etc.) between the region where
ariet i developed and the ar a
in which it i grown th gr at r the
di parity b twe n exp ctation and
p rformanc . Varietal p rformanc i
th product of the plant g n tic
mak -up interacting with the environm nt in \ hich it i grown. The arne
vari ty may interact v ry favorably
(i.e. b highly productive) with one

en ironm nt and interact quit poorly
(m di cr yield) with anoth r.
Wh at an tl brought into Utah
fr m th large wh at producing tat
f the Gr at Plain f r xampl, 1dom do a well a ' our I cally develop d wheat.
n r ly our wheat
vari tie hay fund r latively little
u e out id th lnt rm untain ar a. In
addition t major differ nee in topograph
an
climate the Great
Plain and th Int rmountain ar a diff r in creal di
problem. The
main problem in th Great Plain is
rust whil ur maj r problem i mut.
Th ir ari ti
in ariably lack the
mut re i tanc needed in our area
while our varietie are t1ually too late
maturing and too ru t u ceptible to
r their purpo
Ev n within our wn tate growine> condition ar 0 variable that no
one wheat or barley ari ty couId
po sibly fit all ituation. Utah is
chopped up into a diversity of climate by it pectacular geography.
Vari ti bred p cifically to perform
w 11 under irrigation on the fertile
oil of OUf high mountain valley
are u uaUy ill-adapted to the more
shallow oil and limited moi tur
that characterize our dryland areas.
The varietie that perform well in the
relatively cool and high north rn
counties frequ ntly do not do best
in th semi-desert climate of Utah's
Dixie. Thi extrem intra-state variability is quit in contrast with the
large, relatively uniform wheat pro-

•
Figure 1. Each wheat or barley flower has three anthers which are the
pollen bearing structures .
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R. S. ALBRECHTSEN is a Professor in the Depart.
ment of Plant Science.
W. G. DEWEY is a professor in the Department
of Plant Science.
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ducing r gion
f th Great Plain
tate or
xt n ive Palau
wh at growing area of th Pacific
orthw t. Can q u ntl , we mu t
tailor-mak vari tie to fit a wid r
rang of local en ironment .
A LONG RANGE PROCESS

Th d v I pm nt of n w vari tic
i not unlik th priming f a pump:
it tak s a lot of pouring in and am
vigorou p umping before anything
com out (and then it may be only
muddy water for awhile). It i normally 10- 12 year from the time a
cro (a hybrid) i made until a new
variety i r leased to th farmer, and
there i no as uranc that any given
cros will r suIt in anew, uperior
variety. In fact, most do not. A truly
superior gene combination i rarely
achieved. Within each cros
ev n
those that are ultimat Iy abandoned
thousand of individual plant are examined and di carded for every one
that i say d for further t ting. Of
the thou ands of cros es made by a
plant breeder during his profes ional
lifetime probably Ie s than a dozen
will ev r re ult in uperior n w varieties.

would hav to be grown artificially
checked for mut r acti n
in culat
and th
mut r i tant plant gr wn
in c mparati e ield t ts und r arj u gr wing c nditi n f I'
ral
y ar in
ral locati n . Th farm r
Ii thi muthow ver
r i tant
mill. Th

a hibh perc ntaoc of I wah flour.
h baker in turn r quir flour with
p cific mixing and baking pI' prti : th quantity and qu lity f th
pr tein component particularl glutn mu t be uch that th dough will
hold up w II und r m chanical mixing
and will bake into a loaf with good
alum
t xtur and color. A ll of
th e
g n tic charact ri tic and
t ted f r, orted out, and

Making the cro itself i probably
th easiest and 1 a t time-con uming
part of th whol breeding op ration.
A wh at or bad y cro can be madc
in a few minutes. Each flower has
thr e anth r (pollen bearing tructure ). The e are remov d with tweezers. Pollen from another variety i
then introduced to produc the cross.
The re ulting hybrid combinc the
genetic make-up of both parent. Thc
differ nt genetic combination reprent d by the descendant of this hybrid plant are almost limitless. Th
oreat majority of the e plant are
~ ually inferior to the best original
parent plant. The challeng to the
breeder i to find the "one in a million that may be good enough to
release as a variety.
The problem would be r latively
imple if the variety had to be outtanding in nly one or two charac- Figure 2. To make a cross (hybr id ize) th e a nthers a re removed wi th tweezers
t fJ tIC
c.g.
mut re i tance and and polle n from a noth er variety is introduced to t he remain ing flower
yield . Even then thou and of plant frui ting body).
SEPTEMBER
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assembled by the bre der into a variety that will satisfy the needs of the
growers, proce sors and consumers.
To these must be added: r sistanc
to several other disea
(e.g., mildew,
stripe rust snow mold, root rot) along
with resistance to lodging and hattering, suitabl harvesting and threshing characteristic etc. Plant breeding thu exemplifies the proverbial
s arch for a (needle in a hay tack. '
A GOOD INVESTMENT

Although th process of vari tal
development is sometimes painfully
slow, it is the only way to produce
new and b tter vari ties and in the
long run is usually a profitable investment. The savings realized in a single
serious disease year by the widespread
use of a new disea e resistant variety
will frequently more than pay for all
of the bre ding work ever done on
that particular crop. For example, it
is estimated that when the wheat variety "Cache" was released back in
the late 1930s, it prevented losses due
to dwarf smut of up to $2 million per
year in the Intermountain area.
An increase in productivity of only
a few bushels per acre through the
use of improved varieties can return
significant dividends. Over the past
15 years the average yields of winter
wheat in Utah have increased from
18 bushels to 28 bushels per acre.
Considering Utah's present winter
wheat acreage at about 200,000 acres
and the price of wheat at $2.25 per
bushel, this increase amounts to over
$4 million annually. While the 10
bushels per acre increase is certainly
not all due to better varieties (such
factors as increased fertilizer use,
better irrigation, improved tillage
practices etc., have all contributed),
the use of improved varieties has
played a significant part.
The same story can be told for
barley. Average per acre yields in
Utah have gone from 45 bushels 15
years ago to 60 bushels at the present time. With our present barley
acreage at about 140,000 and the
price at $1.25 per bushel, this 15
bushel per acre increase in yield represents an additional income of $2.5
72

million

annually for Utah barley

growers.
THE DYNAMICS OF
VARIETAL CHANGE

The vari tal picture is never tatic,
due to the continually changing requirement imposed by new farming
practice changing quality concepts
and tandard (mill r, baker, housewife export market), new di eases
and new race of old diseases, etc.
The evolution of winter wheat varieties in Utah is a typical example.
Th wh at breeding program in
Utah began in 1925 in respon e to
requests from farmers for help with
a erious new smut problem. This
new smut was not responding to the
u ual seed treatment practices that
had be n ffective in the past. By
1929 75 P rcent of th wheat arriving
at the Ogden and Salt Lake milling
terminal was graded smutty, and
Utah was about to lose its wheat
growing industry.
In 193 J, the seed of a new smut
resistant vari ty appropriately named
"Relief" wa distributed to commercial growers. Smut began to decline.
"Relief" was followed by "Cache" in
] 937 and by "Wasatch" in 1944. As
these new dwarf-smut resistant varieties replaced the older susceptible
wheats such as "Turkey" and "Utah
Kanred" the incidence of smut fell
off until by 1950 less than 5 percent
of the wheat arriving at the Ogden
and Salt Lak mills graded smutty.
Attention then was turned to improving bread-making qua lit y.
"Cache" and "Wasatch" were deficient in certain gluten properties
needed by the large commercial bakeries. This had not been a problem
as long as most housewives were baking their own bread. The variety
, Delmar' was released in 1961 in an
attempt to remedy the quality problem. "Delmar" has excellent mixing
and baking quality and retains the
level of smut resistance of "Cache."
"Delmar has especially stiff straw
and a brittle head, however, and

growers have experienced some difficulty in getting it to feed into the
combine harv ster. In pite of this,
it ha been widely us d in northern
Utah and we t rn Colorado, particularly in areas where lodging is a common problem and stiff straw constitutes an advantage.
Bridger, relea ed in 1969, combines the mut re i tance of "Cache"
and the quality of (D Imar", and it
overcomes the harvesting problems of
Delmar. '
At about the time the quality and
harve ting problems were showing
igns of solution, smut began to move
back into the picture. New races capable of attacking th previously resistant varieties were apparently
building up in th area. In 1971
almost half of th carload of wheat
arriving at the Ogden elevators again
graded smutty. Fields of "Cache"
and 'Bridger' in some of the worst
smut areas were running as high as
50 percent smutted. One large wheat
grower in Box Elder County estimated his losses to mut in 1971 at
nearly $35,000.00.
In an attempt to bring the smut
problem back into check, two new
breeding lines are being increased.
One or both of these will probably
be released on a limited scale in the
fall of 1973. Both have shown a high
level of resistance to the dwarf smut
races that are decimating our present
varieties.
The life expectancy of new varieties
is shrinking as the demands being
made on them become more specific.
Farmers are becoming more varietyconscious as farming practices becom e increasingly sophisticated.
Whereas one variety used to occupy
essentially all of the dryland wheat
acreag over several counties, it is
not unusual now to see several varieties on the same farm, e.g., one for the
fertile bottom ground where lodging
may be a problem and another for
the higher, rocky slopes where
UTAH SCIENCE

Figure 3. Wheat breeders are in a constant battle against smut mutations. In the Intermountain area, smut is the

major wheat disease problem. As a resistant variety is developed and comes into wide use, a new race of dwarf
smut mutates, becomes infective, and the plant breeders must develop another resistant variety that will still
possess desirable yield, threshing, and milling characteristics.

drought stress may be a factor. Farmers are beginning to "shop" for grain
varieties about like their wives do for
specific brands of items on the grocery
shelves.
OUTLOOK

As new disease, quality and agronomic problems continue to arise new
varieties will be needed to meet the
changes. Hopefully if we can keep
the pump primed, the required varieties will be developed reasonably near
the time they are needed.
SEPTEMBER
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WILDLIFE NOTES
The bat, which is a marvelous flyer,
A female fly can lay its first batch
usually drinks while in flight by pass- of eggs in less than a week after its
ing back and forth over a pool of birth.
water, scooping up a small tongueful
i,:
>I;
>I;
of water on each pass .
•:c
* >I;
Fish have no vocal organs, but are
The four-horned antelope of India
and Burma is the only wild animal
in the world with four horns. Only
the males have horns.

by no means silent. They make sounds
by grinding their teeth or setting up
vibrations in certain organs such as
the swim bladder.
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THE INSIDE STORY •

Stem nematode-induced
injury to alfalfa plants
w.

F.

CAMPBELL

AND

G.

D.

GRIFFIN

Alfalfa (Medicago sativa L.) is by
far the m<?st important forage crop
in Utah as well as in the United States.
Since alfalfa is a relatively long-lived
perennial, once it is established, the
farmer or rancher can realize good
monetary return for his investment.
As a forage, alfalfa contains abou t
twice as much digestible protein as
clover, and about four times as much
as timothy-clover hay or corn silage.
Moreover, the alfalfa leaf protein may
have PO'tential as a source of protein
for humans. Alfalfa has a high mineral
content and contains at least ten different vitamins. It is an especially
important source of vitamin A. FurthermO're, alfalfa encourages the formation of a well-structured and nitrogen-enriched soil layer.

Figure 1. Seven-day-old control alfalfa seedl ings showing normal development.

NEMATODES LOVE IT

Unfortunately, this prodigious crop
is subject to' attack by various diseases and parasites. Many fields O'f
alfalfa are weakened each year by
one of these, the alfalfa stem nematode ( Ditylenchus dipsaci Kuhn),
which is a microscopic, slender,
roun dworm about 0.5 mm (1(2 inch)
long and 0.03 mm (1/900 inch ) wide.
The first grossly visible symptom of
infection by the alfalfa stem nematode, D. dipsaci, is the formation of
a gall or a swelling on the stem (figures 1, 2 ). Once the alfalfa plants
are weakened by the stem nematodes,
bacteria and other organisms can
easily move in.

•
W. F. CAMPBELL is an Associate Professor of
Agronomy in the Department of Plant Science.

Fig ure 2. Seven-day-old nematode infected a lfa lfa seedl ings. Note the
swelling in the hypocotyl region just below the cotyledonary attachment.
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Losses to the alfalfa nematode in
Utah amount to about I ll:! mi11ion
dollar annually. In the Unit d Stat s
the losses equal about 86 million dollars annually. N matode take a toll
of variou crop in the {jnit d Stat .
estimat d at 1.6 bi11ion dollar. Thi
valu plu th amount pent for nematode control approache 1.7 billion
dollar annually.
Chemical control of the n matodc
is not yet f asible. Therefore prot ction can only come through the breeding and developing of re istant varieties. In alfalfa there i apparentl y no
relation hip between everity of host
response and number of invading
nematodes. Since one organi m can
do a much ultimate damage to a
plant as several, the resistance has
to be absolute to be effective.
CELL RESISTANCE

Scientists at Utah State University thought that nematode-induced
changes might occur at the ceIIular
level long befor vi ibi
mptom.
w re evident. If 0 definition of uch
changes might elucidat
ubtle yet
important diff r nce between susceptible and r si tant (not subject to
invasion) or tolerant (not injured by
invasion) alfalfa varieties. The e differences could aid plant breeders in
dev loping con ist ntly re istant lines.
Light microscopic studies of D.
dipsaci (the nematode) on alfalfa
have indicated distinct varietal differences in young eedling following
infection (figures 3, 4). In Lahontan

Figure 3. Light micrograph of a cross section of hypocotyl region below
cotyledons of seven-day-old control alfalfa. X 600 .

FIGURE LEGEND

C - Chloroplast
CO - Cortex
CW - Cell Wall
D - Dictyosomes
ER - Endoplasmic Reticulum
G - Granum (Grana)
M - Mitochondrium (a)
- Nucleus (ei)
E-Nematode
PG - Plastoglobuli
PL - Plasma Lemma
R - Ribosomes
S - Stroma
sa - Starch Grain.
T - Tonopla t
VB - Va cular Bundl
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4
Figure 4. Light micrograph of a cross section of a hypocotyl region below
cotyledons of seven-day-old nematode infected alfalfa seedling. Note the
infection is only in the cortical region. X 600.
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alfalfa (tolerant variety) the nematodes w r found in cavities in the
plant. Cell walls adjacent to such
cavities had a trong affinity for safranin tain. Th cell in urrounding
tissues were intact, and the c Hular
structure around the cavities showed
very little disruption. By contrast, a
very pronounced welling follow d infection in Ranger alfalfa (susceptibl
variety). The cellular structur s w re
disrupted in the vicinity of the nematodes. Moreover, the cell walls seemed
to di olve, with a gradient of damage extending in all directions away
from the nematode-infested cells.
The cell wall of Ranger plants did
not exhibit an affinity for the safranin tain . Further the adjacent cells
enlarged
chloroplast
di appeared
and intercellular , pace incr ased in
the parenchyma ti ue following infection. The e effect appeared to precede direct contact of the nematode
with the cell
uggesting that salivary
ecr tion might be diffusing in advance of the nematodes. Many plantpara itic nematodes e.g. Rotylenchulu
aff ct only those cells upon
which the feed or a limit d number
of cell in th imm diate vicinity of
the feeding ite. D. dipsaci, however
cau e changes in cell at great distance from itself.

not pr viou ly b n observed in
north rn Utah. Th condition had
be n reported in central Wa hington
Stat and in we t rn N vada. The
symptom a observed and described

in th
tat, include partial to compi t 10 of normal gr en pigm ntati n of th I af and st m ti sue
severe form of
(figure 7). The I
thi "flagging' hav b n categorized

Figure 5. Electron micrograph of a typical chloroplast from the hypocotyl
region of control alfalfa. X 9,200.

The electron micro cope revealed
that the t pes of damage inflicted on
Lahontan (tolerant) and Ranger (susceptible) alfalfa were the same figure 5 6). Only the infection rate (in
percent) and degree of damage differed between the alfalfa varieties
and among the different temperature
(15 20 and 25 C at which control
and infected plant were grown in
one experiment. The higher the temperature the more the injury.
FLAGGING

During the summer of 1971, irrigated Ranger alfalfa growing in Cache
Valley in northern Utah d v loped a
condition known a stem-nematodeinduced white flagging. Thi t pe of
n matode-induced injur had been
id ntificd n irrigat d alfalfa in Utah
in Salt Lak C unt in 1970 but had
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Figure 6. Electron micrograph of a typical chloroplast from the hypocotyl
region of nematode infected alfalfa. X 9,200.
UTAH SCIENCE

a: (a) shoots ar green part way up
from the ba e and white at the top;
(b) leav
are white whil the stem
i green (all the leaves or only alternate leaves may be aff cted); and (c)
the tern and leave are green but
the axillary hoots (and often the
tern apex) are white. '

Figure 7. Ranger alfalfa plant infected with stem nematode and showing

the 'white flagging' symptoms.

Figure 8. Electron micrograph of a typical leaf cell from non-infected control

alfalfa. X 3,400.
II

Although th white flagging is
conspicuous, in Utah only about 1
p rcent of the plant population exhibited this phenom non. The symptom have been se n under conditions
of high light inten ity, high temperature and high relative humidity due
to recent over-irrigation. Preliminary
examination of th w ath r records
for the pa t 10 years in northern
Utah, however indicate no unusual
deviations from the normal. Greenhouse studi s have not yet r produced
the white flagging symptoms.
Electron micrographs indicate that
cells from green, non-infected, control
leaf tissues have normal walls and
cytoplasm, and contain normal organelles (figure 8). By contrast, when
an infected plant exhibited a gradient
of leaf discoloration from pale green
to complete white, there was progressive degradation of leaf cells (figure
9). The significance of the observed
changes is that the chloroplasts in
affected leaves contain all of the
necessary enzymes for photosynthesis
but their activity is partially, to completely, destroyed by the alfalfa stem
nematode.

Figure 9. Electron mrcrograph of a typical leaf cell completely devoid of

green pigmentation from nematode infected alfalfa. X 3,400.
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The provision of health-related services
in rural and urban areas
S TAN

L.

Providing an improv d quality of
lif t rural Am rican con titut on
of th principal rea on for th program that can be de crib d by the
general hading' rural d v lopment.
It i generall acc pt d that th quality of life' f a giv n group of pe pIe or egment f a population i
greatly affected by the d gree to which
ba ic rvice (health education etc.)
ar availabl to them. A such ervic
becom available in area that have
lacked them the quality of living in
tho area
aid to have impr v d.
In Utah h alth car ervice ar
among th c unti
and the multicounty planning di trict a evidenced
b : (I) a p cial r p rt entitled Utah
Health Fact
prepared by th Utah
Center for Haith Stati tic Stat Divi ion of Health and (2) urv data
c II ct d ver th pa t veral m nths
b train d intervi wer in the home
f randoml
elect d r ' id nt of
Bea r Piut and Wa n counti
and in the Vall y We t Commllniti
of Salt Lak Count. I ndicat r · r
m asme of the
t nt f thi program along with om innovativ
program that arc being u d t all
viat it ar d crib d in thi article.
THE RURAL HEALTH PROBLEMS

ational figure
h w that whil
c untie in the U.S. that can bc cia ifi d a metropolitan adjacent have an
v rag of about 140 ph ician p r
100 000 population the arne figu r
for eountie cia sifie.d a rural or semirural i about 80. ot only are ther
not enough doctor in rural area, but:
I. Rural people mu t traY I long r
di tances at greater co t t obtain
health care.
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2. Th Unit d States Public Health
S,-rvice call heart condition arthrit! rh umati m high bl od pre ure
and vi ual impairm nt the chronic
health c nditi n that I
n productiv VI ;k and drain on family financ" . The incid nc of uch illwith rurality.
3. Alth ugh m rg nc ambulance
'ervic i mo t n ded in rural area
b cau
f di ~ tance factor it i preci I in th e ar a \",here ambulance
tams ar non xi t nt r op rat at
v ry I w fficienc . . Thi ha important implication when on con ider
that farming rank third in accident
fatalitie .
Th health car pr bl m f ru:-al
ar a can be attributed at I ast in
part t change that hay be n occurring for decade in thi country. While
m of the e chang
reflect uch
thing a declining rural population
and incr a 'ed gap b tween educati nal and cultural opportunitie in
rural and urban mica, others reI t directl t the medical profe ion
iL If. For ampl, th tr nd toward
sp cializati n in th m dical profes~; i n ha hrg I
liminated th general
pructttl n r who previ u I carried
much f th loat.! f rural medicine.
Tn additi n th rapidly expanding
urban- r] nt d medical t chnology require va t am unt of complex and
xp ni e equipm nt po ing major
b tacl . peciall of an economic
nature f r rural area . In sum the
urban envir nm nt. with it ext n ive

•
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drawing power in th form of cultural
advantag
higher incom potential,
acce
to mor highly ophisticated
t chnol gy etc. ha naturally tended
to attract ph)' ician .
In additi n t

thi

original influx

f ph)' ician to urban areas the once-

rural doctor has incr a ingly tended
to gravitate t \ ard urban area. For
exam pI in i olat d rural ar a (defin d a counti with no townships
a large a 2 500 inhabitant) the
number of phy ician d crea d about
six tim as fa t a did the population
b twe n 1950 and 1960. This disproportionat . d cline seem to be
continuing wh n mall towns and ruraj area are compared with larger
population c nter .
Furth r a numbers of health peronncl decrea in rural area, xpectation have be n rising. Public h alth
agencies hay ucces fully creat d a
great r health con ciOll nes among
merican which ha generat d demand for quality h aIth rvices and
per onnel.
THE UTAH SiTUATION

A c mmon way to a se the adequacy of m dical erviees in a giv n
area i to compute a physician-population ratio or to dey lop some imiIar
t pe of m a ure such as th number of
h pital beds per I 000 population.
Utah State Offic of Comprehensive
Health Planning ha defined multicounty di trict a h aIth planning
unit. Ad quacy of medical services
ha been calculated for these units
and f r pecific countie (table 1).
Th tabulated data indicate that county or ther political boundaries ar
UTAH SCIENCE

re lati I m a nin gle wh n m a uring ad quac of
rvic
in a g iven
area. F r
a mpl e, alth ugh Wa ne
a nd Piut c unti e ha v n ph ician.
or ho pital re ide nt f th e c c untie can go to adjac nt ar a t eek
ho pital a nd medica l ca re . Trav 1di tance bounda ri
ar
th r for
m r important than arbitrar p litical diver i n

ca n b
bta in d in rural ho pital i
no t lik I t c mpar fa rabl with
th a t in th la rg r urba n h pital with
th ir highl ophi ticat d technol gy.
Pe r n n ~ cding uch car th reforc

Th
ph ician-p pulation rati
dem n trat
that th e more urban
countie a nd di trict in th
tate,
with th e c ption of th c untie
that compri e di trict VI have th
mor fav rabl
ituati n. Salt Lake
County ha well ver half of all of
th e phy icia n in th e e ntir tate. At
th e oppo it extre me four countie
(Wa ne Piute Rich and Daggett)
have n ph ician practicing within
th eir b rd r . Th arne four countie
plu Emer and Morgan have no ho pital faciliti e .

State
District
Box Elder
Cache
Rich

1.30
.82
.60
.99

1.74
.77
.30
3.66

3.33
2.97
2.13
3.64

4.29
2.74
1.07
13.12

District II
Davis
Morgan
Weber

.88
.52
.48
1.18

14.26
19.85
.33
26.16

2.53
.75

39.97
27.72

4.01

87.09

District III
Salt Lake
Tooele

1.89
1.96
.37

12.17
121.46
.12

3.63
3.72
1.76

22.69
223.30
.55

District IV
Summit
Utah
Wasatch

.89
.33
.91
.81

2.77

3.03
2.38
3.00
4.26

8.96
.76
20.56
2.10

District V
Juab
Millard
Piute
Sanpete
Sevier
Wayne

.50
.43
.55

.06
.06

3.83
8.09
4.29

.80
1.08
.44

.54
.58

.38
.31

4.18
2 .18

1.14
1.14

.91
1.00
.97
.93
1.63
.74

.20
.15
.06
.36
.10
.45

4.54
6.32
4.43
4.68
9.91
3.00

.9.2
.93
.27
1.73
.61
1.69

The ituati n chang
rath er dramaticall y when the crite rion i th e
numbe r of ho pital b d p r 1,000
popula tion . With th e e ception of
tho
counti
ha in !! n ho pitals
rural a r a g nerall fa r
mewhat
bett r th a n d the urban a rea. On a
trietl y di trict lev I: e en th e countie with no ho pital bed ar quite
well erved . Two rural di trict V]
and VI1I I ad th e tate in number of
ho pital b ed pe r capita.

It can I gitimat I. be argued however that n ither th
number of
ph y ician per 1 000 P pulation nor
th e number of ho pital bed per 1 000
population are ve ry g od indicator
of adequacy of health ervice. The
number of physician p r given unit
of population tell u nothing about
th quality of ervic avail able. Rural
ar a g nerally have a fairly high
pe rc ntage of the ir MD fallin g int
th e older age categories, where effici ncy may very well have declined .
Thu the quality of ervice a ailable
ne d a differe nt mea ure than thc
pr ence of a practicing ph ician.
Turning to th e ho pitat i su , th
types and quality of m edical care that
SEPTEMBER
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Table 1.

ca nn ot be tr at d in rural ho pital
a nd a r fr que ntl
tran f rred t
urba n a r a . In additi n the utili zati n f th b d available vari e greatly betw n u rba n a nd rural areas .

Licensed physicians and hospital beds per 1,000 population and
100 square miles by county and district*

District
and
county

District VI
Beaver
Garfield
Iron
Kane
Washington

Ph~sicians **

per 1,000
population

per 100
square miles

.11
.11
6.60

.11

Hospital Beds***
per 100
per 1,000
square miles
population

District VII
Daggett
Duchesne
Uintah

.37

.09

3.15

.77

.38
.38

.09

.11

4.25
2.68

.95
.76

District VIII
Carbon
Emery
Grand
San Juan

.58
.62
.58
.65
.49

.13
.68
.07

4.67
4.47

1.00
4.74

.11

5.68
6.77

1.03
.84

.06

*These figures were compiled from data presented in "Utah Health Facts," prepared for the
Utah Center for Health Statistics, State Division of Health .
" Taken from a November, 1971 list of all licensed physicians in the Stote of Utah, published
by the Department of Business Regulations. list includes specialists and phys icians not in pr ivate practice.
** *Refers to short-term general hospitals only. Excludes specialty, federal, long-term, and institutional hospitals.
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B ca u e of the probl m a ociated
with th e computed ratio of phy icians
and ho pital bed per p pulation unit
anoth er mea ure wa devi d . The
number of ph y ician and ho 'pital
bed per 100 square mile a re al
detailed in table 1.
Th data pr ent d demon. trate
wha t oth er r ea rch r hav I'd rred
cia l c t of pace. It
to a the
em ironic th at th crowded condition
f th e c ntral city are omtim e een a ca ual factore in many
health-related pr bi m while the oppo ite itua tion a parse population
contribute ignificantIy to h alth-r lated problem
f rural area. For
area of low popula tion den ity~ pace
it elf add to ocial overhead co ts
by limiting th e ability of one doctor
or one denti t to erve a many people
as would be po ible in a more dens ly populated area.
While di trict uch a di trict VI
compare omewhat favorably with
urban areas on phy ician-population
ratio and ho pital bed-population
ratios, the number of physicians and
ho pital beds per 100 square miles

Table 2.

is nowhere near the level of th e most
urbaniz d area. The ituation in district ' uch a di trict V i even more
eri u when utili zing uch a mea ure.
Our urv y re lilt obtained from
Salt Lake Beaver Wayne and Piute
Countie ge nerally upport the above
ob ervation . Each of our re pondent
wa a ked t indicate the number of
mil he or he mu t drive (one way)
t obtain what wa felt to be adequate
m dical ervice (table 2).
While 98 percent of re ident from
ur Salt Lake ample travel les than
25 mile to obtain what they feel i
ad equate ervice 100 percent of th
Wayne County sample travel over 25
miles one way to obtain what th ey
would define a adequate medical
care. The co t of having to travel such
di tance in term of both time and
money is ignifieant.
The individuals in our Wayne and
Piute samples recognize clearly the
eriousness of their medical care problems. Each ubj ct was asked to rate
the adequacy of health and medical
services in their area (table 3). As

One.way miles to obtain "adequate" medical service*

Mile,

Wayne

Piute

Beaver

Salt Lake

0-25
26-50
51-75
76-100
101-150
151-200
over 200

0 %
7.2
333
23.2
2.9
26.1
7.2

1.9%
61.1
16.7
5.6
3.7
3.7
7.4

88.8%
7.8
1.1
0
0
0
2.2

97.7%
1.7
0.6
0
0
0
0

": Question : " Approximately how many miles must you travel in order to receive what you feel is
adequate medical service?"

Table 3.
Rating

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor

Rating of community as a place with adequate medical and
health facilities*
Wayne

0 %
0
0
100.0

Pi ute

Beaver

0 %
0
3.7
96.3

33.3%
51.0
7.8
7.8

Salt Lake

18.5%
49.7
19.7
11.6

*Question: "How would you rate the community where you now live as a place with adequate
medical and health facilities."
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indicat d in tabl 3 100 percent of
the Wayne County re pondent and
96 pl::rcent f th e Piute County r spondent rat d th ir ituation as
poor. Bea v r and Salt Lak County
re p ndent on the th er hand rated
th ir communitie Illuch more favorabl y n health ca re rvice .
Since pe pi are g nerally oppo ed
h uld be one
pay ing ta x , thi
go d m a ul' of th e extent to which
ervice a re vi wed a ati factory. If
peopl are wiIling to pay more taxes
t improve a c rtain ervice th en it
pre ent level mu t be een a inadequ ate ( tabl 4 ) . The data in table 4
upp rt th e argum ent that pe pie in
Wayne and Piute Countie perceive
their lack of adequate medical se rvice
a one of th e most if n t th most
riou problem facin g th eir community t day. Ev n in Beaver County,
re idents expr ed a greater willingness to pay more taxes to provide better health and medical facilitie s than
to improve any other rvice.
By contra t the Salt Lake sample
wa Ie willing to pay inerea ed taxes
for health-related service than for
everal other. H ealth ervices ranks
fifth preced d by willingness to pay
taxe to upgrade law enforcement, improve recreational opportunities, improve chools a nd oth r educational
facilities, and to help clean up pollution. Even 0 , a con iderable percentage of the urban respondents indicated a willingness to pay increased
taxes to improve the quality of existing services. Though all of the figures
on willingness to pay increased taxes
appear to be rath er inflated, it is clear
that medical care delivery is of major
concern, particularly in rural areas of
the state.
Several other results of our interview data seem significant. For
example, there is a good deal of
evidence in the literature that socioconomic factors are the major determinants of medical-related behavior.
Our data, however, suggest that availability of medical personnel agencies
may be the most important determinant of medical behavior (table 5).
UTAH SCIENCE

Table 4.

Percent of persons willing to pay increased taxes for selected services*
Pi ute

W;!ne
Service

Ve.

Beaver
~
Ves
No

%
No

Ve.

No

Salt Lake

%
Ves

No

To provide better health
and medical service

85.5

14.5

92.6

7.4

63 .9

35 .6

64.2

35.8

To improve schools and
other educational facilities

72.5

27.5

48.1

51.9

62.2

36.7

76.3

23.1

To provide more jobs for
local residents

73.9

26.1

68.5

29.6

63.9

35.6

62.4

36 .4

To develop local industry

78.3

21.7

72.2

27.8

63.3

35.0

48.0

52.2

To improve recreational
opportunities

55 .1

44.9

42.6

57.4

53.3

46.1

79.2

20.2

To upgrade law enforcement

65.2

33.2

40.7

59.3

51.1

47.8

81.5

17.3

To train local government
officials

50.7

49.3

33.3

64.8

48.3

51.1

42.2

57.2

To provide better
housing

52.2

46.4

44.4

53.7

56.7

42.8

41.6

58.4

To help clean up pollution

44.9

55.1

31.5

68.5

46.1

52.2

75.7

24.3

To help provide opportunities
for cultural refinements

58.0

42.0

33 .3

63.0

56.7

42.8

52.6

47.4

*Question: " Below is a list of services which frequently require taxes to support and maintain:
Would you be willing to pay more taxes for these services if you knew the money would be
spent in this area?"
Numbers do not always total 100% because of a small number of non -responses to some of the
items.

Over 50 percent of our Wayne and
Piute samples indicate that they would
visit a doctor more frequently if one
was more readily available. This was
true of only 12 and 4 percent of
our Salt Lake and Beaver County
amples, respectively. Apparently,
with doctors more readily accessible
geographically in these two latter
counties, persons visit them whenever
they feel it is necessary.
In further support of this argument,
almost a third of the respondents in
Wayne and Piute counties state that
they have needed medical services
they were unable to receive (table 6).
Most attributed this not to economic
reason (such as they didn't feel they
could afford to go to the doctor), but
rather to such variables as time and
di tance between where they lived
and the nearest physician.
R pondents from Wayne and Piute Counties are also more likely
SEPTEMBER
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Table 5.
Answer

Percent who would visit a doctor more often if readily available*
Wayne

Pi"te

Beaver

Salt Lake

Yes

56.5

51.9

4.4

12.1

No

43.5

48.1

95.6

87.9

*Question: "Would you visit a doctor more often if one was more readily available?"

Table 6.

Percent needing medical services not received

An.wer

Wayne

Yes

31.9

33.3

22.5

21.4

No

68.1

66.7

77.5

78.6

Piute

Beaver

Salt Lake

*Question : " Have you ever experienced a need for medical services or care that you were not
able to receive?"

to consult a doctor only when it is
absolutely necessary (table 7). Subjects from Beaver and Salt Lake
Counties are more likely to contact
a physician as soon as they suspect
a problem. Accessibility, again, appears to be a crucial variable. It

hould be noted, how ver, that a fairly ignificant percentage of the people in rural Beaver County consult a
doctor only when they perceive it as
being absolutely necessary. Both accessibility and rurality are apparently
important factors in this instance.
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INNOVATIVE HEALTH-CARE
PROGRAMS

The Medics Program i one outtanding example of an innovative
program that
em to be working
very w 11 in ar a where it i being
tried. The as i tance of two medic
in Beav r County may very well be
an important fact r contributing t
the part of local re ident that thing
ar going well a far a health d liver
in their area i cone rned. Certainly
the program i bing well r ceived by
B aver resident (table 8).
A can be een from table 8 a higher percentage of Beaver County resident than of any other area in our
ample expres ed a willingnes to patronize a non-M.D. for medical care.
Thi eems to indicate good succes
f the exi ting program. The other two
rural countie also had a high percentage who would b willing to
patronize a non-M.D. Th situation
in urban Salt Lake County (where
residents probably feel they would
nev r have a need for paramedical
ervic ) i different.

Table 7.

Stage at which a doctor is consulted*
Wayne

Pi ute

Beaver

Salt Lake

As soon as a problem
is suspected

33 .3%

29.6 %

48.0%

43 .3%

After using non-prescription medicines
to try and remedy
the problem

10.1

13.0

9.0

22 .8

After using non-prescription medicine
and consulting nonprofessional persons

2.9

3.7

0.6

4.1

Only when absolutely
necessary

53 .6

53.7

42.3

29.8

Percent

*Question : " Which of the following describes 01 what stage you most often consult a doctor?"

Table 8.

Percent of respondents willing to patronize paramedical person*

Answer

Wayne

Pi ute

Beaver

Salt Lake

Yes

87.0%

83 .3%

91.1%

59.0%

No

13.0

16.7

41.0

8 .9

*Question : " Would you be willing to patronize a person 5uch as someone who has had experience
in the Medical Corps of the Army but does not hold the M. D. degree as a means to help
alleviate the problem of lack of doctors? "

Another example of an effective innovative program is the establishment
of weekly clinics in Hanksville,
Wayne County. Trained medical professionals are flown into Hanksville
to provide service and care to a relatively isolated population.
Efforts to improve the quality of
health care through such programs
deserve continued attention from
medical professionals as well as others
interested in this crucial problem.
While local concern is essential, outside help is frequently needed to help
communities solve their problems. If
local programs must d pend upon the
development of grant proposals and
programs of action initiated on the
local level, the more advantaged communities are likely to remain so. The
communities that are most in need of
help often lack the qualified manpower to do the planning, obtain the
support, and implement the programs.
Such communities require inputs from
outside interests in developing and
operating innovative programs if these
programs are to be successful.
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The Utah Prairie Dog-Decline of a Legend
G.
AND

DONALD
J.

JUAN

COLLIER
SPILLETT

The status of the Utah prairie dog
(Cynomys parvidens) has been in
question for several years (figure 1
illustrates a typical specim n). The
species was clas ifi d as endangered
in 1968, then dropped from that Ii ting in 1970, and subsequently replaced on the list in 1973. This report
ummarizes findings of a 3-year
study* concerning till species, and
updates an earlier Utah Science report on the Utah prairie dog.
PRAIRIE DOG CENSUS

The status of the Utah prairie dog
was evaluated by two methods. First,
over 300 resident of south-central
Utah were interviewed to determine
when, if ever, prairie dogs were presnt in specific localities, and to evaluate possible factors influencing the
species' distribution and abundance.
Second, every known dogtown inhabited by the species was measured
and censused. These two procedures
enabled us to compare recent and
long-term trends in both distribution
and population.

*A

contribution of the Utah Cooperative
WHdlife Research Unit (Utah Division
of Wildlife Resources, Utah State University, U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries
and Wildlife, and Wildlife Management
Institute, cooperating), Logan, Utah
8~321. This study was financed by the
U.s. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife.

•
G. DONALD COLL IER is a Research Assistant
in the Department of Wildlife Science.

Figure 1. The Utah p rairie dog su rve ys hi s su rroun d ing s before beginnin g
his day by fora g ing a ro und his b urrow.
SEPTEMBER

1973

J. JUAN SPlllETT is a n Anistant Professor in
the Department of Wild life Science and Auis·
tant l eader, Utah Coope rative Resea rch Unit.
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Our findings were alarming, especially with regards to population.
Since 1920 Utah prairie dog number
have declined from an estimated
95,000 to 3,300 in 1972 (figure 2).
Population estimates prior to 1970
are based on interviews with knowledgeable persons, while actual censuses were taken between 1970 and
1972. Population reductions corresponding to periods of intensive poisoning, occurred around 1933, 1950,
and 1960. Recovery also probably
occurred following each poisoning
campaign. If a prairie dog colony is
not completely eliminated, generally
it will recover after poisoning. However, each poisoning campaign resulted in complete elimination of
colonies in some areas. Thus, successive recoveries did not reach former abundance.

Legend
Present distribution ~"
Past distribution ...

TOOLE

UINTAH

JUAB

MILLARD
EMERY

GRAND

DECLINE

The present population trend of the
Utah prairie dog indicate it will , be
extinct prior to the turn of the
century. The population decline of 62
percent between 1970 and 1972 resulted primarily because of poisoning
by private individual. No federal
agency has been involved in poisoning

WAYNE

SAN JUAN

WASHINGTON
100,000

Figure 3. Areas i nhabited by Utah prairie dogs, 1920-1973.

.

since 1963. However, more Utah
prairie dogs occur on private lands
(although a larger acreage is inhabited
on public lands). Elimination of a
single dogtown in 1972 reduced the
population by 20 percent.

8
II

~

...

50,000

..
0

j

5,000

1920

1933
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1950

1970 1971 1972

Years

Figure 2. Population trends of the Utah prairie dog, 1920-1972 . (Figures
for 1970-1972 are based on animal censuses while prior populations are
estimated by indirect methods such as interviews and mound counts.)
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A second method of estimating
abundance trends is by counting the
number of living dogtowns. Elimination of entire dogtowns often occurs.
The total of 59 dogtowns in 1970 declined to 37 dogtowns in 1972, a 37
percent decline in 3 years.
Con triction in di tribution of the
Utah prairie dog has been almost as
UTAH SCIENCE

dramatic a it d clin in numb rs
(tab 1 1). Th great t r duction ha
taken plac
n the w t rn margin
of th
p cie rang. Utah prairi
dog ha e complet ly di appeared
from th E calante d ert during the
pa t 50 year . At one tim they occurr d almo t a far w t as th
ada lin . In localiti wh r th
ha not be n liminat d it
p ci
rang ha b n reduc d by approximat ly two-thirds (figure 3).

MAIN FACTORS

Ob iou ly, poi oning i a factor
which ha rapidly influenced the di tribution and abundanc
of thi
prairie dog (figure 4). A cond factor, di ea
i w 11 known for it
potential to r duce or
liminate
pralfl dog. How ver evid nc of
di a e was found in only two of the
five maj r localiti where th p cie
pr ntly occur. E n in the
two
ar as (S vier Ri rand Ea t Fork of

Figure 4. Poisoning of prairie dogs is usually done by placing treated grain
(often 1080 or strychnine) into the entrance of each burrow.

Figure 5. Terrain near Bryce Canyon, typical of the bar riers which face the Utah prairie dog on the eastern and
southern margins of its range.

SEPTEMBER
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Table 1.

Present and recent distribution (numbers of inhabited sections of the
Utah prairie dog in Utah

locality

Aqua ri us Pla teau
Awapa Plateau
East Fo r k of the
Sev ier Rive r
Iro n Co u nty
Fremo nt Valley
Grass Valley
Mounta in Valley *
Pa ria Valley
Sa lina Canyon * *
Sevier Rive r Valley
TOTAL

Historically

95
212

1971

32

103
65
35
38
55
15
6
89

20
16

713

96

4

6
12
1
0
4

uch a big ag bru h
w od P ci
and jllnip r. R c nt eliminati n of th
tah prairie dog in th E calante
d ert wa probabl a r ult of th
combin d pr ur
f eg tationa l
chang
drough t
Evid nc curr ntl
dicat that prairi
clo I r lat d t
mat.
O ther fact r that hav influenc d
th di triblltion of the Utah prairie
dog are th phy i graphic barri r on
the ea t rn and outh rn margin of
it rang . Va t tretch of rough t rrain, tog th r with fore t d or barren

land ar uninhabitabl and uncro abl b prairi d g (figur 5) .
Finall pa t comp tition ith th
int ,::,found quirr I ( permophilus
(lrlnat u) i th mo t I oical factor
plaining th ab enc of the Utah
pram dog in north- ntral
tah.
V g tati nal and climatic fact r ' in
thi ar a app ar t fa r prairie dog,
although non ar pre. cnt.

SOME CARE
W b Ii
th g n ral d clin in
di ,tributi nand abundanc th roughout the pa t 50 year and pecially

*Term used to describe location of dogtowns
in iso lated mo untain valleys.
" *Presence of living prairie dogs reported, but
not validated.

the S vi r Ri r) di ea
apparently
did not cau e permanent r ductions.
Factor influ ncing th statu of the
Utah prairie dog are not a simple
as the magnitude f poi oning might
ugge t. S verallong-term factor also
are contributing to th Utah prairie
dog plight.
Major long-range factor influencing th Utah prairi dog appear to
b a combination of climatic and
v g tational changes. Several lines of
evid nc indicat that climatic condition in th Great Ba in wer cool r
and mor moi t during the pa t 10,000 year than at pre ent. In fact, th
Great Ba in ha grown progressively
dri r during th pa t 4 000 Y ars. Th
n t result of this drying tr nd i that
th w t rn and major portion of the
sp cies range ha become les favorabl for prairie dog concurrent wi th
higher t mp ratllres dri r climat s
and the dev lopm nt of a alt-shrub
veg tation type.
Thes long-term climatic and v getational chang also have been acc 1 rated ince the coming of th
white man and his mi u e of rangeland. O v rgrazing ha cau dad - Figure 6. Method used to capture p ra iri e dogs fo r tra nsplant . Notice the
clin in gra e and the inva ion of w ate r hose and sna re sti ck .
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during th pa t 3 Y ar ar cau
for
nc rn· Of th fiv re trict d localiti wh r th Utah prairie dog now
cur only two
m to be safe from
poi oning. In our opinion, at 1 ast
af
localities ar
thr e or four
n ed d to nsur th urvival of thi
int re ting peci . Efforts are now
bing mad by th Utah D ivision of
Wildlife R ourc to tablish tah
pralrl dog in localitie wh r it will
b af from p i oning. S veral tran plant (figure 6 and 7) have been
mad within th pa t year but at I a t
_ r 3 y ar will b n d d to valuat
of the effort . Becau
th ucc
p opl car it now app ar that thi
uniqu citiz n of Utah will surviv .

SOIL TESTING • . •

A developing aid
to farm management
REUEL

E.

It i comm n know} dg that oil
ting properly done can h lp a
farm r improv hi ffici ncy by (a)
id ntifying p cial problem uch a
alinity and/or (b providing a quantitative basi for hi fertiliz r manage-

LAMBORN
oil t ting that i
improperly done i worthl ,and can
b
ry mi leading.
SAMPLING AND TESTING
What con titute properly done?
Th three principal lements comprising soil testing are:
1. Soil Sampling. The sample s nt
to the laboratory mu t be representative of an area that is uniform with
r pect to soil type~ topography and
cropping and fertilizing history. Anyone who plans to obtain soil samples
i advised fir t to become familiar
with in tructions available at his fertilizer d aler or County Agent office.
The reliability of the soil te t results
can be no better than the sample
ent to the laboratory.

2. Testing. Any r putable laboratory having appropriate experience
can perform soil tests. Only a few
laboratories, howey r, use test procedur sand corr lation data that are
prop r for Utah. The tandard package at USU con ist of te ts for phosphoru potas ium pH, salinity lime,
and texture. Additional tests sometim r quest d are organic matter,
nitrog n, and zinc. Many other tests
can be done for pecial purposes.
RECOMMENDATIONS

3. Interpretation and recommendations. Soil t st provide an index

•
Fig ure 7. A wet bedragled Utah prairie dog headed for a new home.
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REUEL E. LAMBORN i. a Resea rch Associa te
in the Department of Soil Science and Biometeorology.
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of nutrient availability or potential
problems which must be interpreted
before it can have meaning to the
farmer. Such interpretations must be
based upon field trials or "soil test
calibrations" for Utah crops and conditions. Some general statements can
be made for Utah soils, based on 30
years of soil testing experience:
(a) many soils are deficient in
phosphorus; some have been overfertilized. High concentration of subsoil phosphorus is a complicating factor in some areas;
(b) only a very few soils are deficient in potassium;
(c) salty soils are a common problem;
(d) no sulfur, calcium or magnesium deficiencies have ever been
noted, and testing for these is not
encouraged on a routine basis;
(e) zinc deficiencies have very recently been noted in a few areas for
some crops. The soil test correlates
well with the deficiencies;
(f) determination of the nitrogen
supply in a soil requires special deep
soil samples. This kind of test is available but is not encouraged unless the
special sampling procedures are followed; and
(g) soil tests are of limited usefulness for orchards, evergreen plantations, and ornamentals.

the soils were tried and evaluated by
comparing the te t values with the
nut rient statu and yields of plants
grown on the oils. The b t procedures wer selected and gradually
improved. Gradually they became valuable aid to farm management.
Nationally, soil testing is widely
used. In 1968 over 3lA. million samples were tested in the United States,
most of them in the Midwest. In Utah
that year however' only 1,080 samples were tested. Many Utah farmers
and gardeners have been overlooking
this valuable, inexpensive, and increasingly reliable tool that could help
them achieve better crop production
and/ or reduce their fertilizer costs.
UTAH LAB

BEnER PRODUCTION

The Soil Testing Laboratory at
Utah State University was established
cooperatively in 1943 by the United
States Department of Agriculture and
the Utah Agricultural Experiment
Station. It was set up with capabilities for testing soils, plants, and irrigation water. In 1945, the Extension
Service began active support for soil
fertility testing by providing some
funds and pUblicity. Utah farmers
were encouraged to use the new service as a guide to crop fertilization
and an aid to identifying soil problems. Acceptance of soil testing in
Utah was rather slow, however,
roughly paralleling the amount of
publicity and the refinements in testing procedures and field evaluation
data.

Since the beginning of the 20th
century, scientists have devoted many
years to defining soil fertility factors
and ways to optimize these factors
for best crop production. They soon
recognized that the results from fertilizer applications in one area or on
a particular soil could not necessarily
be duplicated in another area or soil.
This was attributed, among other
reasons, to wide variations in the
nutrient-supplying capacity of the
soils. Over the years, many procedures for extracting nutrients from

Utah is fortunate in having a very
well equipped soil analysis laboratory
maintained on a year-around basis.
Recent improvements in instrumentation and coordination of testing procedures among the northwest states
have made the Utah State University
laboratory comparable to the best in
the region. Gradually increasing
awareness among gardeners, farmers
and fertilizer dealers concerning the
value of soil testing has also helped
to increase the usefulness of soil testing as a tool in garden and crop production in Utah.
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FIRTILIZER GUIDES

The USU Soil Testing Laboratory
i dir ctly involved in the soil fertility
and crop production research programs being carried on by USU personnel throughout the state. As new
or better information is obtained from
these projects appropriate modifications are made in the USU Fertilizer
guides to keep them current. The improved interpretation of soil test
values is then applied to samples being analyzed, for the immediate benefit of those who take advantage of
the soil testing service.
Fertilizer guides representing the
present "state of the art" have been
prepared for major Utah crops under
average Utah growing conditions.
Soil test values and the recommendations resulting from them are only
one part of the process of devising
the best fertilizer program for any
particular farm and operator. Other
important factors that the operator
must consider are:
(a) subsoil conditions; (b) water
quality and amount; (c) length of
growing season . (d) yield goal and
capability' (e) plant population or
stand; (f) past crop/fertilizer history;
(g) weed control; and (h) amount and
quality of manure used.
Soil testing can supplement -

but

not replace - other good management practices.

S.M.V.

Slow Moving Vehicle emblem. In
most states, S.M. V. is the law. If
you drive your farm vehicle on the
road, you need S.M. V. protection.
Get it. S.M. V. could save your life.

UTAH SCIENCE

WHAT ABOUT PHOSPHORUS
ON DRYLAND WINTER WHEAT
IN UTAH?
REX

F.

Dryland winter wheat is one of the
major farm crops in Utah, with a
value in excess of 7 million dollars
in 1971. The acreage planted has
varied from a high of 362000 acres
in 1953 to a low of 183,000 in 1971
largely because of governmental control programs. Wheat yields over the
past 30 years have increased from 18
bushels in 1940-60 to 21 bushels in
1961-65 and 26 bushels in 1966-71.
This increase has resulted from a
number of factors, one of which is the
use of fertilizer. The wheat yields
during the 1960s closely parallel fertilizer usage for the same period.
Dry farming in northern Utah was
initiated near the turn of the century.
With the practice of fallowing every
other year, this means 35 or more
wheat crops have been removed from
some sites. This cropping program has
resul ted in nitrogen depletion in a
number of soils. Trials conducted by
Peterson in the early 1940s showed
nitrogen fertilizer increased wheat
yield on a number of soils. During
the past 25 years, numerous trials
have demonstrated the need for nitrogen fertilizer on all but a few of the
dryland wheat producing soils. The
use of nitrogen has grown from near
zero in the late 1940s to where the
majority of the winter wheat farmers
are now using nitrogen fertilizer.
The first significant yield response
from the addition of phosphorus on

•
REX F. NIELSON i. an Associate ProfelSor
in the Department of Soil Science and Bio·
meteorology.
REUEl E. LAMBORN is a Retearch Associate
in the Department of Soil Science and Biometeorology.
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winter wheat in Utah was measured
at the Nephi Station in 1957. Subsequent tests at Nephi showed that low
rates of nitrogen and phosphorus applied with the seed increased yields
more than nitrogen alone. The Levan
Ridge near Nephi has been identified
as an area with a number of phosphorus-deficient sites.
The fact that a phosphorus deficiency existed in central Utah suggested the need to determine the phosphorus status on the winter wheat
soils in northern Utah. Trials conducted during the 1940s and 1950s

in Bo Elder and Cache Counties had
shown no response to phosphorus.
FIELD SURVEY

A survey was made in 1969 to sample soils and plant material on the
major winter wheat producing areas
of Box Elder and Cache Counties.
Th objective of the study was to
provide a reliable index of the phosphorus status of the area. Few, if any,
of these soils have ever been fertilized
with phosphorus.
A total of 74 paired plant and soil
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Figure 1. Relationship of bicarbonate-soluble phosphorus in 74 paired samples of 0 to 6-inch-depth soil and plant materials taken from 12 major
soil series in Cache and Box Elder counties, 1969. Circles indicate soil samples
with lime, and the solid dots indicate samples without lime.
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'ample w~re c II ct d n 12 major
oil erie in May 1969 with ite
being locat d fr moil ur y phot 2raph . Each it v a ampl d at tw
d pth in at lea t thr e location within a quar rod area ( ub ampl wer
c mpo ited). Sample w re taken at
th 0 to 6-inch and 6 t 36-inch d pth
unle lime wa encount red. Wh n
lim wa not d at th urfacc, th uboil was ampled 6 to 24 inche . A
plant ampl in the arly boot tag
wa collected immediately adjacent to
each oil ample it . Th total aboveground portion of th plant wa analyzed for phosphoru. Soil ampl
were analyz d for bicarbonate- olubl
pho phorus and a separate te t wa
u ed to measure th phosphoru -adrption prop rtie of the oil. The e
two tests are briefl d scribed a foII ws:
ph ph ru :1
Bicarb nat - lubl
_.5 gram of il and 0.5 gram f
decolorizing carbon w re haken
for V::. hour in 50 miIIilit r of 0 .5
molar odium bicarbona.te. The 0lution wa filter d, and th amount
of pho phorus xtracted from the
oil was determined.
Pho phoru -ad orption t t :! 3
gram of oil 15 milliliter of 0.2
molar calcium chlorid and 15 millilit r of water olution containing 8 part p r million pho phoru
a
pota ium phosphat
wer
haken 0 ernight. After c ntrifuging the concentration of pho phoru r maining in the olution (Pr
micrograms of pho phoru per milliter of olution) was determin d.
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Figure 2. Relationhip of bicarbonate-so lu b le phosphorus in 7 4 paired samples of 6 to 24-inch-depth soil and plant materi a ls taken fr o m 12 major
so il series in Cache and Box Elder co unti es, 1969 .

RESULTS
The pho phorus cont nt of the
plants was used as the b t indicator
IF. S. Watanabe, and S. R. 01 en , Te t of
an Ascorbic Acid Method for Determining Pho phoru in Water and
aHCO
xtracts from Soil, Soil Science ociety

of America Proceedings, 29:677-8. 1965.
2

: ? R. E. Lamborn and R. F . iel on , " Pho phoru Ad orption of Soils a a Practical
Diagn tic Te t,
Ab tract of paper
pre ented at the Twentieth W tern Pho a li f.,
pha e
onference, Ri er ide,
1arch 19-2 , 1970.
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Figure 3 . The frequency distribution of high P and low P plant samples as
related to bicarbonate-soluble soil P, 1969 .
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f pho ph ru a lIabi1it in th oil.
The data in figure 1 how th e rela tion hip betw n th bicarbonat oluble pho phoru mea ured in the
o to 6-inch il amp} (A) and that
found in the plant mat rial.
Th cirel
in th graph r fer t
il ample with lim in the urface
with the olid dot indicating ampl
with ut lime. It i of int r t to note
that m t ampl containing lime te t
low in b th oil a n I plant pho phoru .
When data from all ampl are conid red a good r lation hip xi t
between oil and plant pho phoru .
The correlation coefficient r r alue
was 0.7l.
When e aIuating the data in term
of oil erie only g neral conclu ion
A

...
4D

can b drawn. S m eri ar usually
high inil pho phoru while other
ma b pr dominantly low with excepti n found in all ca . Sine
ar u u 11 r lat d to geographic area thi information i of valu
in delin a tin g u p ct d deficient
. ite .
Th data fr m th 6 to 24-inch (B)
ar
hO\ n in figur 2. As
ampl
would b xpected the ub oil phosph ru alu ar con id rably lower
than tho
mea ur d in the top 6
inch
although lOp [cent of th
ample how r lati ely high alue.
not d in figur 1. the ample with
lime in the urfac lay r te ted ery
low in oil pho phorus without exception. Although not conelu iv , the
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data ugg t that the ub oil phosphoru rna be important in determining d fic i nt area.
EVALUATION OF SOIL TESTS

For the purpo of comparing the
abilit f th two il t t procedures
(bicarbonat and ad orption) to reflect plant ph phoru th plant a mpi . \l er arbitrari I placed into two
categorie: I w (0. 17 percent phosphoru or 1 ) and 'high ' (0.18 perc nt or more).
The fr quenc di tribution of the
I w pho phoru and high pho phorus
plant amples a a function of the
il t t alue ar how n in figures
3 and 4. It i apparent that the ability
of either t t to gr gat high-phosphoru from low-phosphorus plant
sample wa only fair when applied
to the A soil sampl s but much better
when applied to the B samples. The
adsorption (Pr) t t on the B sample
was outstanding. It predicted correctly
95 percent of the low-phosphorus
plants and 86 percent of the highphosphorus plants.
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re lated to so il P adsorpt io n (Pr), 1969.
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Th second phase of the phosphorus investigations involved collecting
bulk soil samples from 12 sites located in the 1969 survey. Soil was
collected at the 0 to 6-inch (A) and 6
to 36-inch (B) depths at each site.
These samples were brought to the
greenhouse, set up in pots with four
level of added phosphorus and six
replication . The e pots wer planted
to winter wheat, with nitrogen and
moisture being maintained at near
optimum levels. The wheat was grown
to the early boot stage and then harvested for yields and plant analysis.
The soils were analyzed for phosph orus as before.
The addition of phosphate fertilizer
significantly increased the growth and
plant phosphorus levels of winter
wheat on 8 of the 12 soils used in the
greenhouse study. It is likely that the
gre nhouse test can make a more refined evaluation of phosphorus deficiencies that can be measured under
91

values greater than 10 parts per milIio:l bicarbonate soluble phosphorus.
The ad orb d phosphorus values were
not eff ctiv in delineating deficient
soils in the greenhouse studies.
Typical data from a soil deficient
in phosphorus are shown for soil number 18 in figure 5. Note the increase
in yields and plant phosphorus when

field conditions. This is not unusual
as it provides a favorable environment
for growth with few limiting factors.
In the field, soil moisture conditions
and adverse temperatures can have
an effect on a plant's response to
fertilizer.
All soils that failed to respond to
the addition of phosphate had test
~
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Figure 5. Typical increase in yields and plant phosphorus when fertilizer
(P) was applied in the greenhouse to surface (A) and subsoil (8) samples
of a phosphorus deficient soil.
WINTER WHEAT
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Figure 6. Relationship between plant phosphorus and soil test values from
11 of 14 field trials, 1970. XiS indicate sites where yields were increased
by addition of phosphorus.
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FIELD TRIALS
A series of 14 field experiments
was established with local growers the
fall of 1970. Sites were selected on
the basis of information obtained
from the survey and greenhouse
studies. Fertilizer treatments were
various levels of nitrogen alone and
nitrogen and phosphorus in combination. All sites were planted by the
grower with his seed and equipment.
Yield data and plant material were
collected from 11 of the 14 trials set
out in the fall of ] 970. Three trials
were abandoned due to poor stands.
It is probable that these failures were
due in part to the soils being highly
deficient in phosphorus.
The data in figure 6 shows the relationship between the phosphorus in
the plant and the soil test values on
the check plots for each experiment.
The three trials denoted as Xs on
the graph were sites where yields were
increased by the addition of phosphorus. It is of interest to note that
these soils all test less than 10 parts
per million bicarbonate soluble phosphorus. These data are in agreement
with the earlier survey and greenhouse studies. The adsorption soil test
did not correlate with the field crop
response .
The 1970-71 growing season was
most favorable for grain production.
Precipitation was timely and considerably above average, resulting in record yields. It is possible that the
results from the field trials may have
been different if precipitation had
been more near normal.

Cl.

a

fertilizer was applied at rates as low
as 9 parts per million phosphorus.
Yi ld increases were measured on
both the surface (A) and subsoil (B)
amples. The bicarbonate soluble soil
teot values were 3 and 2 parts per
million phosphorus respectively.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The information collected during
the 3-year study involving the survey,
greenhouse and field trials has an-
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swered a number of questions on the
phosphorus status of the soils studied.
At the present time, phosphorus deficiencies are not widespread on the
dryland wheat producing areas of
northern Utah. The majority of the
fields are unlikely to respond to added
phosphorus.
The areas that have been identified
as deficient are the eroded hill-tops
(Wheelon Series) of Cache Valley,
and some of the Kearns, Hansel, Postma, and Thiokol Series in the Promontory area of Box Elder County. It
should be recognized that not all the
soils in these series are deficient, as
considerable variability exists between
soils within a series. Also it is likely
that deficient soils occur in other
series that are normally high in phosphorus.
All of the data collected to date
suggest that soils testing less than 10
parts per million bicarbonate soluble
phosphorus in the surface can be considered deficient in phosphorus and
will likely respond to fertilizer treatment. Where deficiencies are suspected a soil test is strongly recommended.
The bicarbonate test for soil phosphorus gave more consistent results
than the abbreviated adsorption-phosphorus test used in this evaluation.
The latter test applied to the subsoil
samples was outstanding in the initial
survey of 74 sites, but was not effective in the greenhouse trials nor on
the 10 sites where the field trials were
conducted.
Where phosphate fertilizer is used
it must be incorporated into the soil
or drilled with the seed at time of
planting. If liquid materials are available, shanking in can be effective.
Phosphorus responses are usually
more pronounced when combined
with a nitrogen treatment.
The major nutrient deficiency on
drylands of Utah continues to be nitrogen. However, on the limited areas
where it is deficient, phosphorus
should be used to further increase
yields.
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The Pros and Cons

of Fertigation
D.

W.

JAMES

The use of irrigation water as a ve- _,. the upper part of the field, as comhide for spreading fertilizer on land, pared to the middle and lower parts
often referred to as fertigation, is a of the irrigation run.
..
growing practice in the irrigated west.
.
.
In some areas, such as Nebraska, it
.An Impo~tan~ pomt .to consld~~ In
is being strongly encouraged as a rou- thIS ~onnection IS the ns~ of fertlhzer
tine of irrigated crop production.
loss In runo~f waters. Th.lS represents
not only a duect economIc loss to the
There are, at the outset, some dis- farmer, but constitutes also a very untinctive advantages to the water appli- desirable contamination of rivers and
cation of fertilizer. As compared to lakes wherever the drain water may
the conventional methods, for ex- ultimately be found. One way of conample, there is a manpower saving trolling fertilizer loss in runoff water
and also a saving in equipment costs would be to collect the water at the
and maintenance. In addition, com- bottom of the field and to recycle
mercial fertilizer can be added during it to the head ditch by pump.
the growing season (to offset nutrient
deficiencies developing in the crop)
OVERHEAD IRRIGAnON
when mechanical damages to the crop
Commercial
sprinkler irrigation
made by ground application rigs,
systems
do
not
distribute
water perwould be prohibitive.
fectly. In general, the water applicaThe relative ease and simplicity of tion is heaviest near the sprinkler head
fertilizer application via irrigation and decreases to the perimeter of the
water, must be weighed against cer- sprinkler circle. This feature is taken
tain limitations inherent in the prac- into consideration in the design of
tice. These limitations are related to overhead systems. A certain amount
uniformity of water application and to of overlap between adjacent sprinthe chemistry in water and soil of the klers is designed into the systems to
fertilizer elements. It is the specific smooth out the variation in area covpurpose of this article to briefly sur- erage.
vey these limitations and to suggest
The coefficient of un.iformity (Cu)
guidelines wherein fertigation can be
is
used
as an index of sprinkler irrigadone successfully.
tion uniformity. If distribution is perfect, Cu equals 100 percent. In pracSURFACE METHODS
Flood, furrow, or border irrigation tice a compromise is made between
methods are least adaptable to fer- the cost of the sprinkler system and
tilizer distribution in irrigation water. the Cu because closer spacing of risers
Lack of uniform water application and laterals is required for higher
arises from non-uniform water distri- uniformity values. A eu of 80 percent
bution' in the furrows at the headlands is typical and is considered acceptand to the differential of water intake able in sprinkler irrigation design.
Figure 1 illustrates the uniformity
by the soil between different parts of
the field. In general, fertilizer distribu•
tion in water by surface methods
D. W. JAMES is an Allociat. Profeslor in the
would result in heavier fertilization of Department of Soil Science and Biometeorology.
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of water distribution at thr e values
of Cu. It can be seen that with a Cu
of 80 percent when 1 inch of water
is applied to 90 percent of th area,
an average of 1.47 inches of water
will n ed to be applied over the entire
area. Furthermore ] 0 percent of the
area would be under-irrigated, 80 percent would be slightly over-irrigated
and 10 percent would be heavily overirrigated.
U ing the foregoing data, for a typical well-designed sprinkler system, it
is apparent that for every pound of
required fertilizer, an average of 1.47
pounds would have to be applied, and
even with the extra 47 percent, 10
percent of the land would still be
under-fertilized.
Atmospheric conditions, including
wind, very high temperature and low
humidity, can radically alter the distribution pattern of water from a
sprinkler system. It is readily apparent that fertigation should be studiously avoided during adverse weather
conditions.
PHOSPHORUS
Treble-superphosphate (0-45-0) is
only moderately water soluble and as
such cannot be considered for fertigation. This statement may sound
contradictory because in the fertilizer
trade, treble-superphosphate (TSP) is
legally classified as being water solu-

ble. But actual dissolution of TSP in
water i limited because the monoca1cium-pho phat , which is the main
constituent of treble-superpho phate
changes spontaneously to dicalcium
phosphate which is very insoluble in
water. Whereas this phenomenon does
not affect the abilit. of TSP to satisfy
plant needs when placed in the soil,
it does disqualify TSP as a likely agent
for fertigation.
AMMONIUM PHOSPHATE
Several kinds of ammonium phosphates are availabl on the market
and are commonly used for both nitrogen and phosphorus in fertilizer.
These include ammonium phosphate
sulfate (16-20-0), monoammonium
phosphate (11-48-0), and diammoniurn phosphate (16-46-0). All of these
ar very soluble in water. Therefore,
these phosphorus forms may be
adaptable to fertigation. However, the
quality of the irrigation water must be
considered before injecting any phosphorus into the system. If the water
contains appreciable amounts of calcium, the phosphorus in the ammonium phosphate will precipitate as dicalcium phosphate in the pipe line
and nozzles and eventually restrict
flow of water. This precipitation of
calcium phosphate would occur with
any soluble form of phosphorus that
might be applied.

Percent of Area

3

Figure 1. Depth of wa ter a pplicati on versus pe rcent of a rea cove red a t
Cu =- 80 %. Ada pted ffom Shearer.
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Another important facet regarding
phosphorus i its immobility in soil.
Soluble phosphoru transforms to insoluble dicalcium phosphate almost
as soon as it contacts calcium in the
soil. Ther fore f rtilizer phosphate
applied in irrigation water would be
localized es entiall at the soil surface and as such would be positionally
unavailable to the crop. Although this
would not help the current crop, subsequent crops would be benefitted because with the next plowing the fertilizer would be mixed throughout the
plow layer.
NITROGEN

Anhydrous ammonia (82-0-0) and
aqua-ammonia (24-0-0) can be injected into pipes and furrows containing irrigation water. Loss of fertilizer
efficiency because of volatilization of
gaseous ammonia is highly probable,
however.
Ammonia in water is unstable and
rapidly forms ammonium hydroxide
which in turn ionizes into ammonium
ions and hydroxide ions. The practical implications of these ammoniawat r relation hips are that volitilization or ga eous loss of ammonia injected into a sprinkler system, increases harply as th rat of ammonia
injection increases. Figure 2 illustrates
this point. It shows the effects of both
water temperature and ammonia injection rate on ammonia loss. Note
that with the 52 OF water, losses as
high as 45 percent occur. With the
70°F water the losses reach 55 percent. Even with only 10 pounds of
ammonia per acre inch of water, the
loss is as high as 35 percent.
Another aspect of ammonia fertigation has to do with the rise of hydroxide ion concentration in water. With
ammonia injection, there is a rise in
pH and a precipitation of soluble calcium and magnesium in the water.
This has been observed as a coating
inside pipes and a constriction around
nozzles. This kind of problem has
been overcome by injecting calgon (a
commercial water softener) ahead of
the ammonia gas. Calgon complexes
the calcium and magnesium and eliminates this kind of problem, but it adds
UTAH SCIENCE

NITROGEN IN SOIL

60

Both ur a and nitrate-nitrogen tend
to stay in the oil in solution and as
such drift in whichever direction the
oil moisture is going. This means that
these materials are highly susceptible
to leaching loss if excessive water is
applied. The chemical nature of ammonium nitrogen makes the behavior
of this material quite different. Being
a positively charg d ion, it enters into
cation exchange reactions in soil. A
small change in either soluble constituent will alter the relative amount
of the ions in exchangeable form. In
the exchangeable form, ammonium is
immobile. Since cation exchange reactions are very rapid, ammonium in
irrigation water is immobilized almost
instantly upon contact with soil. As
uch, it remains essentially on the soil
surface when applied in water.
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Figure 2. Relationship between NHa loss from the sprinkler jet, rate of NHa
application and temperature of water. The 50 ° F water was from a well
and the 70 ° F water was from a pond. Adapted from Jackson et al.

considerably to the cost of fertilization.
NITROGEN SALTS AND UREA

Most of the nitrogen fertilizers disolve readily in water. However, the
nitrogen-containing fertilizers mentioned under phosphorus should not
be considered in this context because
of the indicated interactions involving phosphorus in water and soil.
Ammonium sulfate (NH.j):!SO.. (210-0) and ammonium nitrate (NH 4 NO a) (35-0-0) are very common fertilizer materials. In the former, all
the nitrogen is in the ammonium form
while in the latter about 26 percent
by weight of the fertilizer is ammonium nitrogen and 8 percent is nitrate
SEPTEMBER
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nitrogen. Urea (44-0-0) is a very solubI nitrogen fertilizer. It should be
not d that this material does not
react with water to form ions and as
uch is a neutral molecule. Mixtures
of urea and ammonium nitrate in
water are made to give a fairly concentrated liquid mixture of these compounds. This kind of fertilizer is marketed as 32-0-0. When injected into
irrigation water the individual components of this fertilizer behave exactly like the dry materials dissolved
and injected separately.
All of these nitrogen materials may
reasonably be applied by fertigation
with no side effects in the water or
irrigation system. Other kinds of effects associated with NHa-soil interactions are discussed below.

Ammonia or ammonium applied in
water readily converts to exchangeable ammonium and simultaneously
generates an equivalent amount of
solution potassium. In semi-arid and
arid regions soils are naturally neutral to alkaline in reaction (pH 7 to
8.2), depending on how much free
lime or calcium carbonate is present.
In these kinds of soils, where exchangeabl ammonium exits at the
soil surfac th re is a certain probability of volatilization. This mechanism of ammonia loss is very sensitive
to temperature and moisture conditions. Water vaporizes very rapidly
from soil following an irrigation and
while drying, ammonium is especially
usc ptible to gaseous loss. Note that
ammonium coming to the soil in irrigation water will concentrate in or
near the soil surface. As such it is
especially vulnerable to gaseous loss.
TIME OF APPLICATION

Tn evaluating the efficiency of fertigation, alternate times and methods
of application should be considered.
Mechanical methods of fertilizer
application (broadcast-plow down,
hanking into the soil before planting,
banding at planting time, sidedressing
after seedling establishment) can give
(Continued on page 99)
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Microb· a activity
•In ac·d soils
ROBERT
fter 40 mil
of tra ling on
R ut 3 outh from Snowvill Utah
you can look I ft and e a go d portion of outh Curl walle . On a
cl ar da and the are common the
north rn alt flat
f the Great Salt
Lake ar i ibl .
Curl w Valley part of the Great
Ba in D rt i a repres ntati
tud
ar a
I ct d by the U.S. D rt
Biom (part of th Tnt mational Biological Program) f r \ ork t d fine
the col g of the w tern merican
d rt. The umm r in Curlew Vall y ar hot and dr with
il urfac
t mp ratur
oaring t
130 °F
(72 °C) or great r. B contra t during th winter 2 f t (60 c ntimeter )
or mor of now rna co er the
ground whil th
oil b n ath th
now rna b froz n to 1 f ot (30 c ntim t r ) deep. Snow i th major
ourc of annual precipitation and
certainly the t rm cold d rt i
appropriate.
With annual rainfall of only 6-8
inch (15-20 centimeters) water is
limiting in the area' but both plant
and animal life i being uport d by
this ystem. The area
superficial
ecology (coyotes ea ting rodents insects and rod nt eating vegetation
birds eating in ects and vegetation,
etc.) can be een by ev n a casual
ob erver. But the ource of nutrient
for th eg tation and thus ultimately
for th entir food web of plants and
animal is the soil with its much less
visibl relationships.
A great deal of information has
been gather d about agricultural soils
and soils of temperate relatively wet

C.

RYCHERT

AND

J.

r gion and under tandably nough'
ha b en our highly producti
oil furni hing food and oth r product. Only r c ntl hay d rt oil
been ubj ct d t
imilar inv tigati n a growing food n ed indicate
po ibl gr at r utilization of marginal regi n like th d ert.

BiOLOGICAL ACTIVITIES
T und r tand the biological activiti
of th
oil in Curl w Valley
count of microbe
uch a fungi
treptom ce and bact ria ar performed' pH and moi tur are det rmin d. Ch mical compo ition i anal z d. Th prot olytic acti it in th
ability of oil microorgani m t d grad protein i determin d and oil re piration i a sessed
b incubating oil at a sp cific temperature and d t rmining CO:, reI a ed. A g neral m asur of soil
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SKUJINS
m tabolic acti it j provided by a
d h drog na a ~a . D hydrog nase
j
repr ntativ of th enzymatic
o idation-r duction proc e occurring in th oil and xhibit a high
corr lation with prot olytic activity
and r pirati n. Thi i important
inc microbial count per se do not
t 11 u how active th oil microbial
population i . The activiti s are 5-10
tim
high r in th upp r 3 centim t r (l inch) of the oil than the
r t of the profil . Thi i the layer
wh r the blue-gr n nitrogen-fixing
algae ar in Iv d: th layer that i
p d to intermitt nt water availabilit ~ wh r th plant and rabbit
litt r fall wher mo t of th mieroeopie and not 0 micro copie de ert
lif may b found.

THE NITROGEN FACTOR
While wat r is e rtainly the limit-
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Figure 1. Total nitrogen (percentL ammonium -nitrogen, (ppm) and nitratenitrogen (ppm ) present in Curlew Valley soils as a function of season .
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ing factor in a desert ecosystem, other
factors are al 0 significantly limiting.
For exampl , nitrogen, as nitrate or
ammonium, is necessary for plant
growth.
Much of the desert surface is covered with a dark crust, a few millim ters (1/16 inch) deep, which upon
moi t ning or following a rainfall, becomes green. This crust is composed
of various alga , some in combination
with a fungus as lichens. Some species
of blue-green algae within this crust
can utilize atmospheric nitrogen as a
nitrogen source, and consequently
upply nitrogen to the soil. In fact,
nitrog n-fixation by the blue-green
algae probably provides the major input of nitrogen to the d sert ecosystem.
We hav b n a ses ing nitrogenfixation with a number of techniques.
Dr. Paul Eberhardt, a post-doctoral
r earcher in our laboratory, is using
the stabl i otope of nitrogen (Nlo)
to quantify the variou aspects of
nitrogen flux. In another assay acetylene gas is reduced to ethylene (gas),
yielding a representative measure of
the quantity of atmospheric nitrogen
fixed by microorganisms. This tech-

Figure 3. Mid-summer view of area dominated by winterfat (Eurotia lanata),
a desert shrub.

nique utilizes ga chromatography
and i the most sensitive assay yet
devi ed for determining nitrogenfixation.

It is interesting that nitrogen-fixation is greatly reduced under the desert shrub canopy compared to the
interspaces between the plants. Evi-

Figure 2. Curlew Valley soil surface with patches of nitrogen-fixing algal
crust and lichen.
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d nce ugg ts that ch micals released
from . orne of th plant may inhibit
the blu -gr en algae's ability to grow
and fix nitrogen. Ecologically, the inhibition of th algae may be incid ntal with the prime purpo e being
to keep potential competitor seeds
fr m germinating and/or growing.
B neath th surface crust and deeper in the soil profile, there are
microorganisms capable of fixing atmospheric nitrogen. These organisms
require organic carbon sources for
energy, and in this desert ecosystem
the supply of plant litter (organic
carbon) is limited.
Surprisingly water limits microorganism activity to a much lesser extent than in agricultural soils. Water
potential, in negative bar pressure, is
the force required to extract or remove water from the soil. While -15
bars is generally considered to be
the wilting point for most plants,
microorganisms in the desert soil can
function· metabolically down to -50
bars and some even to -150 bar
pressure. So although the soil may
"appear' dry, and water might not
be available to plants, microorganisms
within the soil remain metabolically
active, satisfying their water needs
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by extracting the thin film of water
sorbed around the soil particles.
NTROGEN CONVERSION
AND LOSSES

In the process of nitrification, ammonium is oxidized to nitrite by
Nitrosomonas organisms. Nitrite is
subsequently oxidized to nitrate by
Nitrobacter bacteria. Thus nitrate is
made available to plants. The process
of nitrification c~m take place in the
desert soil at any time if ammonium
is available. Unfortunately, considerable amounts of nitrogen are lost from
the soil due to the volatilization of
ammonia into the atmosphere since
the soils are alkaline. Nitrogen may
also be lost by the chemical and
microbial process of denitrification.
While the low organic carbon level
should limit denitrification, some of
Dr. Eberhardt's work suggests that,
potentially, denitrification may be significant.
CYCLES OF BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY

In addition to the significant microbial activity in "dry" soil during the
summer months, there may be algal
crust activity beneath the snow during winter. The greatest peaks of
biological activity, however, appear
during the fall and spring rainy
periods. The ammonium level is highest in October and November, while
the nitrate-nitrogen values are generally less than 1 ppm. The highest
values for both ammonium and nitrate
are found in the upper surface layer.
An increase of about .OS percent
in organic nitrogen is evident in October and November, and in April and
May. This additional nitrogen is apparently lost during the summer and
late fall, mostly as ammonia. Seasonal
variations are slight in the S to 20
centimeter layer and is negligible in
the deeper soil profile.

Some of the nitrogen-containing
soil organic matter, especially in the
surface soil layer, seems to be rapidly
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decomposed in the wet fall months.
Not more than 10 percent of the
released ammonium-nitrogen appears
as nitrate, and it is unlikely that the
ammonium-nitrogen is immobilized in
the soil, due to the lack of excess
carbon compounds. Although some
ammonium-nitrogen is fixed by soil
clays, the major process of loss appears to be ammonia volatilization.
Leaching of nitrogen components
to deeper soil strata is of little importance in these dese.r t soils, since
soil moisture due to precipitation and
melt water fluctuates only to a depth
of 50 centimeters.
The organic carbon values fluctuate
between 2.S percent and 0.3 percent
and parallel the total nitrogen values
in distribution and seasonal variation.
The carbon/nitrogen (C/N) ratios
are rather low, falling between 8 and
12, and decreasing by 1 to 3 units
from the surface to the S to 20 centimeter depth. This pattern might reflect the nitrogen-poor, undecomposed organic matter (litter) present
in the surface layer and a complete
carbon utilization for nitrogen immobilization in deeper layers.
So while water is critical in this
ecosystem, there are also other important factors. For example, the
microbial population is significantly
active when the soil is "dry." Agricultural soils and wet soils of temperate regions do not behave this
way. Thus the microbial population
of desert soils differs qualitatively and
quantitatively from that of other soils,
and the differences are vital to the
total ecological picture. '"

WILDLIFE NOTES
The meadow lark is really not a
lark at all. He belongs to the blackbird family.
A male black bear, hit recently by
an auto in Parley's Canyon, measured
6 feet 7 inches tall, when standing on
his hind legs, and weighed 387
pounds. Though the bear was golden
in color, it was a true black bear
(ursus americanus). The black bear is
the smallest of the bears and ranges
in color from black, in the East, to
nearly white, in British Columbia.
True big brown bears, often called
Kodiak bears are the largest of the
bears.
Snakes and fish have ears, but these
ears have no outside opening. They
"hear" mostly through vibrations in
the ground or water.
Deprived of its food, a mole will
die in about a day.
A trout begins eating approximately four weeks after it is hatched.
Birds have many shapes of eggs,
from almost perfect circles to coneshaped, depending on the environment. An example is the case of
oceanic birds that lay their eggs on
bare, rocky ledges high above the
water. The eggs of these birds would
roll off and be smashed if they were
round. Instead, they are sharply
pointed at one end and broad at the
other end, like a top. Because of this
shape they roll in a small, tight circle.

* '" *

Many cow moose are barren; less
than half of the females produce
young each year. However, Utah has
one of the fastest growing moose
populations in the world with a better than average cow-calf ratio.

'" * *

... Research on these problems of desert
biology is being supported by the United
States-International Biological Program,
Desert BiOme.

The mature bighorn sheep ram
measures about 40 inches tall at the
shoulder, is nearly S feet long and
weighs up to 3S0 pounds.
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Pros and Cons of fertigation
(Continued from page 95)

1. The cost of fertilizer application
is minimal. This includes both manpower and equipment costs.

cannot be injected into many lrngatiop. waters because of undesirable
ide reactions.
3. Anhydrous ammonia or aqua
2. Fertilizer can be applied during
ammonia
cannot be applied in irrigathe growing season when crop damtion
water
without large losses from
age by conventional methods would
volatilization
to the air.
be serious.
4.
Ammonium-containing
fertilizers
3. Fertiliz r can be applied to offare
low
in
efficiency
when
applied
to
set any nutrient shortages that may '
calcareous
soils
by
fertigation
because
develop anytime during the growing
of gaseous loss from the soil surface.
season.

very uniform distribution of material.
In addition no special benefits from
mid- ason fertilizer applications have
been observed if leaching and erosion
losses are avoided. In other words,
with soils of medium to fine texture
where leaching is generally not a
probl m fertilizer applied at the beginning of the s ason is good and sufficient for the entire season. Thus
fertigation could only be justified as
a stop-gap measure to overcome problems of leaching losses in light textured soil or to supplement soil fertility reserves that were not recognized
as being in short supply at the outset.

The disadvantages are:
1. Uniformity of water distribution
governs the uniformity of fertilizer
distribution in the water. The best
uniformity of water application is obtained with overhead systems but
sprinkling systems are not designed to
give perfect water distribution. Systems having a eu of 80 percent would
require a rate of at least 147 percent
of normal to offset lack of uniform
distribution. Even this expedient
would result in 10 percent of the area
being underfertilized.

SOME CONCLUSIONS
Inherent in the practice of fertigation are several distinctive advantages
and disadvantages. These should be
carefully evaluated and weighed
against alternative methods of fertilizer application before fertigation is
incorporated as a routine procedure.
The advantages of fertigation are:

2. Phosphorus-containing fertilizers

If fertigation is considered a necessity, urea or nitrate-nitrogen materials
should be the only forms applied and
these should be applied only with
careful control. These controls include:
1. Do not apply water faster than
the soil will absorb it; runoff water
will take dissolved fertilizer with it.
2. Do not overirrigate; mobile nitrogen materials in the soil will leach
out.
3. Do not apply fertilizer in water
during windy weather; fertilizer distribution will be very erratic.

FOUR KEYS TO PESTICIDE SAFETY
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READ THE LABEL ON EACH
PESTICIDE CONTAINER BEFORE
EACH USE. Follow instructions;
••;.~ heed all ca utions a nd wa rnm gs.
,/
Why read the la be l each time ?
Because the chem ical nal ure of
' \ pesticides a nd the ir uses var y
.\
g reatly. You sho uld ref re sh your
mind e ach time on Ihe male rial's
speC ifiC uses

APPLY PESTICIDES ONLY AS DI·
RECTED. Apply them only t the
crops specified, in amounts
specif ied and at limes specif ied
in label instructions, or by your
agricultural avthorities .

"

STORE PESTICIDES IN THEIR
ORIGINAL, LABELEO CONTAIN·
ERS. Keep them o ut of the reaCh
of children alld irresponSible
people . They cannol be properly identified un less they are
in orig inal labeled conta iners .
Lock pesticides in a shed awa y
fro m feed, seed , and other far m
supp lies .
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DISPOSE OF EMPTY CONTAIN·
ERS SAFELY. It is a lmost impossible to remove all mater ial from
~
a co nla iner. " Empty" conla iners
conta in sma ll amounlS of pesti·
cides wh ich could harm children
o r a ni ma ls who might gel into ~
.. , .
• .
.,
them . It is best to d ispose of
_
empty conla iners by bury in g .
'-. lWo .' •
them al least 18 inches deep in
an isolated area provided for
this purpose away from w ale r
su pplies .
#
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